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Garnets Win Again !
It seems everyone likes garnets. Whether it is
collecting big garnets on recent WCGMC trips to
River Valley, Ontario or Little Pine, North Carolina, or
finding them coloring the swash zone of one of the
Great Lakes, garnets simply attract attention. Given
that, it is not surprising that the sand sample winning
Best Sand Collected in 2020 at our club’s annual
contest involved garnets.

Garnet sands are typically colorful favorites of many
arenophiles. Most are found on lake or ocean
beaches where repeated wave action has winnowed
and concentrated hard and heavy grains. Often the
colorful garnet grains are found associated with
black magnetite. However, this is a note about a
very different garnet-rich sand, one found in the
foothills of the Sierra Cucapá in the northern Baja
Province of Mexico, far removed from the ocean or
any significant water.

2020 WCGMC Best Sand Collected:
In fact it involved an estimated 15,000 1-2 mm
garnets that Linda Schmidtgall had collected from a
roadcut in Tolland, Connecticut where they were
eroding from a mica schist. Part of it was probably
the interesting flattened spherical plastic container
that she displayed them in, but it also probably had
to be the garnets. David Joyce tells us “Isometric
minerals are easy to adore” in his mineral song
entitled “Crystal Systems” and Linda simply proved
David to be correct with her winning entry.
WCGMC Sand Times

Coarse-grained, garnet-rich sand from the Sierra
Cucapá
Scale increments are millimeters.

Like many other garnet sands, the red grains in this
sand are almandine, but unlike most they are
angular and retain evidence of garnet’s conchoidal
fracture character. The result is a much more
lustrous and brilliantly red sand. This sand also
differs from other garnet sands in that the associated
continued on page 2 (see Mexico Garnet Sand)
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Mexico Garnet Sand (continued on page 1)
grains are not other heavy minerals. Instead they
are mostly quartz and feldspar, further indication that
the grains were not transported far as there has
been little if any density segregation.

rocks as metamorphic core complexes. In addition
to transport and uplift by tectonic activity, the region
has been intruded by numerous Cretaceous and
younger granitic igneous bodies. The result is a very
complex geology (Figure A).

I obtained this sample in trade this past winter and I
understand it was collected by a geology professor
who was doing work on the active earthquake
activity in the region.
The coordinate location
provided maps within the alluvial fan on the
southwest side of the Sierra Cucapá (Figure B.) and
appears to be from a dry creek bed draining the
central part of the mountain range. I do not know if
the sample I have acquired is sand collected directly
from the dry wash or a concentrate produced later
from the contents of the wash. Either way it has an
interesting geological story to tell.

The rocks in the core of the Sierra Cucapá are
predominantly schists. Fletcher and Speiz (2009) list
the mineral assemblage as quartz, biotite and
muscovite mica, garnet, and sillimanite/andalusite.
Igneous intrusives include garnet-bearing granites so
there are at least two possible sources of the garnet
that accumulated in the washes on the southwest
side of the range. The region remains geologically
active today as apparent from the presence of a 3m
fault scarp from an April 2010 earthquake (Figure C.)
not far south of the location on my sand sample

The Sierra Cucapá is a fault-bounded NW-SE
trending range of Mesozoic metamorphic rocks that
have been uplifted and exposed by the continued
plate tectonic interaction of the North American plate
with multiple smaller tectonic plates (Stock et. al.,
1996). This activity has uplifted older rocks into
mountain ranges that parallel the continental plate
margin. Geologists refer to these islands of older
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Those who know me know that I am a bit
of a science and geology geek. I offer no
apology or further explanation. Anyway,
with that in mind, I was looking for
something unique and interesting to do
with a few of my acquired sands. I
decided to separate them by grain size
and process that data just as a true sand
scientist might do. One thing kind of led
to another and the scale of the project
grew a bit. If you are not a science geek,
this article might not be for you. But for
those of you with similar tendencies,
here we go.

The sieve cap was removed and each sieve’s content was
poured into a small plastic container for measurement on a
digital scale. Results are depicted in Table 1 and Figure 1
below. They were also posted to an Excel spreadsheet. The
results align well with the desired size distribution for high quality
golf course sand. The sand is dominated by coarse and
medium- grained sand (~60% of total), but there is also
appreciable very coarse sand and fine sand. This mixture
should limit slumping in the sand traps and also prevent balls
from plugging deeply.

First off, I needed a set of calibrated
sieves that would allow me to adequately
separate the various sand size fractions
in my samples. I found a set of 3” steel
mesh sieves from Gilson online and
purchased six sizes specifically designed
to separate gravel (>2mm) from five
different sand size fractions (see Figure
1). In addition, I purchased a basal dish
to capture silt and clay that passed
through the 0.063mm sieve. The set
stacks (left side of Figure 1) so a sample
can be shaken into seven size fractions
all at once.
I chose to check out my Oak Hill Country
Club golf course sand first.
We
discussed this “manufactured” sand in a
WCGMC newsletter last year, so I direct
you here if you wish to review the
desired properties of golf course sand
and the reasons for this. My interest at
this time was to see how well the small
sample I had obtained might match the
generalized requirements of golf course
sand. For this initial test, I carefully
measured out 50ml of sand using a
graduated 25ml cylinder and poured it
into the stacked sieves. I shook it up and
down and side to side for two minutes.
Yes, with a timer. That is what scientists
do, at least those that don’t want to
spend several hundred dollars on a
mechanical shaker.
WCGMC Sand Times

Figure 1. Sand size distribution in a golf course sand: The
stacked sieves on the left and the results of each size

OK, but let’s see what happens when we try this with natural
sand. Woodland Beach is located along the Delaware River
approximately ten miles north of Dover, Delaware. It is not a
particularly large beach, but this winter’s high water at the south
end of the beach had exposed a nice layer of heavy black sand.
Surprisingly, very little of the black sand was magnetic, but it still
was a colorful, well-sorted sand and perfect for my little
experiment. This time I separated out 100ml, cleaned out my
sieves, and went to work.
I was a bit surprised that I captured absolutely no very coarse
sand, just a bit of coarse (<2%) and also only traces of very fine
sand and no silt. 98% of the sand was either medium-grained
continued on next page
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(74%) or fine-grained (24%). Nature had done a
spectacular job, not only separating out the dark and
heavier grains, but in winnowing out the fine and
coarse grains.

Separated sand fractions from the Israel River sand.

logarithmic paper to characterize sand size
distributions. Heck, I can do that with my data. The
Excel-generated graph below plots the cumulative
amount of sand that passes through each sieve
against increasing sieve size.

The photographs of the sand fractions (both
macroscopic and close-up) reveal the difference in
mineralogy of the size fractions. Most of the quartz
and other less dense minerals are in the coarse
fraction along with some garnet while the fine
fraction is almost all small black grains that I
speculate are pyroxene, although the more metallic
luster might suggest otherwise? Trust me, they are
not magnetic. The medium grained sample contains
some garnet and has the most diverse mineralogy of
the three size fractions.

The golf course sand (in blue) is dominated by
medium-coarse sand but shows considerable slope
in this graphic because it is poorly sorted (in this
case by design). The Israel River sand (in green)
shows similar slope (and therefore sorting), but is
offset to the right because the overall sand size is
coarser. Finally, the Woodland Beach heavy sand
(in red) is well sorted which manifests itself in a
steeper slope. It is also finer grained than the other
two sands so it plots to the left.

This is all nice, but I decided to go one step further
and see if I could plot these results in a meaningful
way. But first, I wanted to add a river sand to the mix.
Sands along creeks and rivers have undergone less
sorting and winnowing so that mineralogy can show
more diversity and size sorting can be more limited.
The Israel River in north central New Hampshire
drains the northern slopes of the Presidential Range.
Sands along the river are immature and have not
undergone extensive weathering or sorting. I did
remove all gravel larger than 3mm from this sample
after I collected it so the remaining sample has been
altered a bit in its coarsest fractions, but it should
record a relatively unsorted mountain stream sand.
It is now time to generate a plot that permits these
three sands to be compared. Turns out sand
scientists use cumulative percentage plots and semiWCGMC Sand Times

Cumulative
percentage
plots
for
sand-sized
distributions of three sands from my collection.

I wonder who read this far? I wonder if any who did
have a new curiosity about their favorite sand?
Where might it plot? Would anyone like to see a
demonstration of the method using a sand of interest
at an upcoming club meeting?
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metamorphic rocks would typically degrade and alter
to clays plus quartz in a humid environment, but they
survive in the extreme aridity of northern Nevada.

The largest dune field in Nevada straddles US
Highway 95 about 16 kilometers north of
Winnemucca. My photo below is from 1973, but the
dunes are more evident in the Google earth image.
Most of these dunes are parabolic dunes, with the
tips of the crescents pointing upwind, in this case to
the west-southwest. Barchan dunes are the
opposite, with the crescents open concave away
from the wind direction. “Barchan” is from the
Kazakh word бархан, barkhan, the native name
given to these dune forms and formalized in 1881 by
Russian naturalist Alexander von Middendorf.

Highway 95 north of Winnemucca, Nevada and one
very large migrating sand dune.

The sand is mineralogically immature, meaning that
it includes a lot of material that will eventually alter
and be winnowed away, leaving mostly quartz sand.
Pure quartz sand is called mineralogically or
compositionally mature, but maturity also applies to
texture. Grains that have been weathered a lot are
usually well-rounded, so we would call such
sediment (whether unconsolidated or lithified into
rock) texturally mature, while sediment or rock
containing angular, poorly sorted material would be
immature. So you could have sand or rock that is
compositionally mature but texturally immature.
Pepe (2014, “The Geomorphology, Eolian Activity,
and Petrology of the Winnemucca Dune Complex,
Humboldt County, Nevada, USA”: Univ. of Nevada
Reno MS thesis) found that feldspar content of the
sand ranges from 32% to 80% by weight, together
with quartz, volcanic glass, and metamorphic rock
fragments.
Feldspar,
volcanic
glass,
and
WCGMC Sand Times

A portion of the Winnemucca dune field from Google
Earth: field of view is about 6 kilometers across.

Much of the sand derives from a granodiorite
intrusion in the Slumbering Hills about 24 km west of
Hwy 95, and from rocks in other nearby ranges.
Some of the sand also comes from old beaches
associated with now-dry lake beds. The dunes and
sand sheets cover about 220 square kilometers and
Pepe (2014) estimates that they have been
advancing to the east-northeast at about 1.5 to 7
meters per year since 1980. But the dunes are
much older than that. Their origin probably dates to
post-glacial times when pluvial (rain-caused) Lake
Lahontan dried up by about 9,000 years ago. The
young age, together with the modern arid climate,
goes a long way to explaining how immature
(unweathered, unaltered) the sand is. At its peak
about 13,000 years ago, Lake Lahontan was as
much as 900 feet deep and covered 22,000 square
km, about the same area as New Jersey, but the
lake extended over an area of about 250 by 400 km
in long narrow reaches constrained by Nevada’s
mountain ranges. Walker and Pyramid Lakes are
remnants of Lake Lahontan.
These dunes are a problem as they advance across
Highway
95.
According
to
Keller
(1985,
Environmental Geology, Fourth Edition: Charles E.
Merrill Publishing Company, Ch. 3), the Nevada
Department of Transportation removes 4,500 to
12,000 cubic meters of sand a year from the
roadway. That’s more than 2.5 million gallons, or 5
million beer growlers full.
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Richard Gibson is a retired geologist from Butte,
Montana. He published this on his Facebook page
and has allowed us to republish it in the Sand Times.
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Fighter Bomber support and the Japanese.
This battle is unique in that it is the only
battle in which the Japanese and the
Americans fought in snowy conditions.

I have collected sands for over 65 years and since retiring
and being caught up in this pandemic I have found myself
with lots of time on my hands. Looking for new ways to
display my ever-growing accumulation of sands I decided to
make some small boxed sets. I have made sets of Great
Lakes sands, the Seven Seas, famous Movie Locations,
Famous landmarks (between the feet of the Sphinx, Petra,
the Vatican etc.) also sets of Unique colors & Textures.
I was recently asked by a young man if I had sand from
Normandy. He wanted some to give to his Grandfather who
fought there on D-Day back in 1944. It was an honour to put
together this set of sands from World War II Battle Sites
including the sample from Omaha Beach, Normandy, France
as he requested.

=========================================

I boxed the seven sands and put a label on the lid. The
location of the sands (listed left to right in the upper right) was
pasted on the inside of the lid.

Five of the seven sands in the set were received in
exchanges. The Wake Island sample was gifted to me by a
person stationed on the Island. Wake Island is considered a
National Monument and therefore it is illegal to remove sand
(and just about anything else) from the island. The sample
came with a copy of the "Wake Island National Resource
Permit" allowing for the removal of the sand. I was fortunate
enough to collect the Pearl Harbor sand myself on a tour of
this infamous site.
I had never heard of the small island of Attu located in the
Aleutian Islands off the coast of Alaska. The Battle of Attu
(Code named Operation Landcrab) was fought between
Forces of the USA aided by Canadian reconnaissance and
WCGMC Sand Times

Another of my boxed sand sets. In this case I
sought to display the diversity of color and
mineralogy that sands can have while also
covering the world.
To see more of Brian’s creative sand sets, check
out his posts to the Facebook Group “Sand
Collectors United”.

===============================
Editor’s Note: We’d love to see and share
what others have done to display subsets of
their collections or otherwise generate what
one might call thematic sand collections.
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I visited Florida for three weeks in October 2020 and
again for 4 weeks during January and February of
2021. While there, I visited several areas for fossil,
sand and mineral hunting. Most quarries do not
allow entry for collectors so my best bets were the
flea markets, yard sales and construction sites that
will allow you to dig among the roadside piles
I found a great piece of silicified coral at a flea
market where the person thought it was an old
petrified rock with stripes. Other finds were some
great shells that were sold for a dollar and others for
fifty cents each because the vendor thought the grey
or black color wasn't particularly appealing. Most of
the sales people were able to tell me the locations
where the corals or fossils came from.
Collecting for the sand club was also one of my
objectives. Florida has numerous named natural
springs emerging from the honeycombed layers of
limestone: Ponce De Leone, Rainbow Springs,
Homosassa Springs, Wekiwa Springs and Blue
Springs to name a few. I visited each spring and
dove to the bottom to where the exiting warm spring
water flowed out. There were pockets of sand built
up at these exit sites. I scooped up a bit and brought
it to the surface. The ziploc bags were labeled and I
have been drying the sands since returning home.

the middle of the state from north of Clermont (where
I was staying) to just below Lake Okeechobee. The
average elevation is 325 ft. above sea level. The
whole ridge is visible from space and may be seen
on a satellite image of Florida. It once was an
incredible ecosystem, but only a few fully preserved
areas remain. Most of the ridge is now abandoned
orange groves that have given way to gated housing
communities, plazas and businesses.
When driving by the large construction excavations it
was interesting to see the many layers of colored
sands from browns to tans, deep reds and speckled
white. It was at these sites that I obtained sands of
many colors. The Lake Wales Ridge was once a
series of islands that remained above sea level when
the majority of Florida was below sea level several
million years ago. The ancient shorelines had
deposits of shells and various bio-layers that were
evident when examining the contents of the sands.
Over the eons, a special evolutionary process took
place on these elevated “islands”.
Today, the
preserved areas that have remained above the rising
and falling sea levels contain one of the largest
populations of rare endangered native plants and
wildlife in North America. The plants and animals
there have had to develop strategies to survive with
little moisture or nutrients.

Examples of the color variation in sands from along
Lake Wales Ridge.

Two of the sands I recovered from diving in springs.
The fine-grained sand I recovered from Rainbow Springs
is virtually all quartz and very different from the carbonate
dominated sand at Wekiwa Springs. I wonder what those
two small fossils in the center are?

The sand collecting area that interested me most
was along the Lake Wales Ridge which runs down

WCGMC Sand Times

Farther down the ridge on Highway 50 there are
several other parks and of course the town of Lake
Wales. All of these locations including the Lake
Wales Preserve are built on hills of sand. One does
not usually think of Florida as having significant
elevation or topography. However, the center of the
state actually resembles New York’s Finger Lakes.
In fact, Clermont Florida is called ”Lake Country”.
Rounded fresh water lakes and SAND are
everywhere. As soon as I dry the sand, samples
from several locations will be available for members
of our sand club. As for me, I certainly plan to revisit
central Florida during the winter months of the
coming year.
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remove clay and fine silt particles in the hopes that
the lithology of the sand grains might be better
determined in this medium-coarse grained stream
sand. The cleaning did not significantly improve the
sand’s aesthetic value, but a bit of mureatic acid
confirmed that limestone was the main lithology
present. A few of the grains that did not dissolve are
quartz grains, while others appear to be shale.
Mud Creek cuts into glacial cover that could contain
just about anything. The bedrock which the creek
cuts is Silurian and Devonian marine carbonate
sedimentary rocks with a bit of interbedded shale.
The bright white grains are shell fragments of
uncertain origin (land snails perhaps?).

By Fred Haynes
You never know when even the simplest of your
travels will take you to a spot where an interesting
sand can be found. I always try to remember to put
a small bag into my fanny pack or backpack for just
such an occasion.
Mertensia Park and the adjacent woods is a small
parcel of park and private land located along Mud
Creek in Farmington, NY.
The Auburn Trail crosses
the creek near its eastern
end.
Every spring the
shorelines along Mud Creek
turn brilliantly blue for about
two weeks. Virginia blue
bells provide much of the
early spring ground cover
across the flood plain of the
creek and in early May they
show their full color. The
scientific name for Virginia
blue bells is Mertensia
viginica. Whoever named
the local street and the
woods
alongside
had
certainly also witnessed this
colorful display.
But my stroll through these woods on May 10th
yielded me more than fine photographs of early
spring wildflowers. A minor dry tributary to the creek,
or perhaps a region where the primary creek had
once flooded, contained an interesting sand. I had a
small sandwich bag with me allowing me to take a
cup of so of the sand home.

Sand from Mud Creek in Mertensia Woods: The field of
view is about 5mm across.

A significant number of the grains (more than half)
dissolved in diluted mureatic acid

The gray sand may not be visually attractive, but it
does record the local geology of the region. It is not
well sorted although cobbles and gravel were
absent. I washed the sample through a fine sieve to
WCGMC Sand Times
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The sand featured in the Splendid Sands 2019
calendar for March featured an interesting biogenic
sand from Vietnam. How many different species can
you find in this coase tropical sand?
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Nha Trang Bay, Khanh Hoa, Vietnam
By Leo Kenney, Kate Clover, & Carol Hopper Brill
Nha Trang Bay, on the south-central coast of
Vietnam, hosts a major port and is a tourist
destination famous for its beaches and scuba diving.
Just offshore, the 160 km2 Hon Mun Islands Marine
Protected Area supports globally important examples
of Vietnam’s coral reef, mangrove, and sea grass
ecosystems. The value of these biological resources
is being analyzed amid concerns about port
expansion.
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We opened this newsletter with a garnet-rich
sand, now we close with another one!

In this reef-derived sample, foraminifera are well
represented with ram’s horn and seed and coin
shapes bearing distinctive growth chambers.
Bivalves are present as thin shards and the near
circular fans with radiating ridges are small clam
shells. Miniature gastropods range from elongated
spirals, such as those at 10 o’clock, to the compact
limpet and the moon snail at 7 o’clock. The elongate
white fragment with pores is a bryozoan skeleton. A
tiny chunk of sea urchin test sits in the lower left
corner.
One of several garnet-rich sands from northern
Finland that one of us (FMH) acquired in a trade with
Hans Zimmerman of Germany. This medium-grained
lake sand is from Juutanvuono, in Ivari. The field of view
is about 4mm across.

WCGMC Sand Times
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